This issue of the newsletter contains several thought provoking articles

BLACK FRIDAY PLUS

ISHM is celebrating Black Friday for 5 days, November 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28.

Those who submit their paperwork or request on those dates will be eligible (if qualified) to receive the CSHM or CSMP exam for $85.00. You calculate the savings percentage - it broke my calculator.

(Note: Cannot be used with any other discount program)

Get that paperwork in to realize HUGE savings.

This, reduced content newsletter, will be the last of 2016. They will commence again in January 2017.

The COC quizzes for 2016 were a big hit. Take advantage of this program for 2017. 10 quizzes, when successfully completed, earns 2 COC points for only $50.00. Send your request to mikki@ishm.org.

ISHN conducts an annual "State of the Industry Survey". the 2016 version is interesting mainly due to the lack of respondents to the survey. Sadly, that is the new normal for on-line surveys or elections. See what is in the survey.

Dave Johnson, ISHN editor and a valued member of the ISHM board, visits all of the NSC opening and closing sessions as well as many presentations. Additionally, he talks with industry leaders to get their thoughts on the EHS world. He then summarizes what he has learned in nsc-16-takeaways.
The ISHM staff wishes you an awesome and festive Thanksgiving and Holiday. Please stay safe. We want to see you next year!!!!!!!

Visit the ISHM Website

Less than half of construction workers consider their workplace 'very safe': report

Published recently in 'Safety + Health', this article is eye-opening.
It is amazing considering that injury rates are declining. This certainly points to management, especially safety, not getting the message to the workforce.
If this sounds like your company it is time to change the perception!
The article can be found here